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 D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression1

 John Haegert

 For James E. Miller, Jr.

 The words of things entangle and confuse.
 The plum survives its poems.

 [WALLACE STEVENS, "The Comedian as the Letter C"]

 I. Prelude: Narrative Mutiny

 Midway through "The Prussian Officer," Lawrence's early tale of mutiny and
 murder, there is a passage that indicates how we should read Lawrence, how he
 deploys his narrative, and, more generally, how the transgressive imagination
 asserts itself. After he has struck his young orderly for the third time, the Prussian
 captain, now in the throes of a nameless passion, struggles to retain his tarnished
 dignity by withdrawing into himself. This gesture of retreat from a guilty passion
 elicits from the narrator a description that seems almost to subvert his earlier
 portrayal of the captain as a cold, abstract, imperial presence:

 The officer, left alone, held himself rigid, to prevent himself from thinking. His instinct
 warned him that he must not think. Deep inside him was the intense gratification of his
 passion, still working powerfully. Then there was a counteraction, a horrible breaking down
 of something inside him, a whole agony of reaction. He stood there for an hour motionless, a
 chaos of sensations, but rigid with a will to keep blank his consciousness, to prevent his mind
 grasping. And he held himself so until the worst of the stress had passed, when he began to
 drink, drank himself to an intoxication, till he slept obliterated.2

 The passage initiates a pattern of collusion and complicity that serves to
 undercut the more obvious divisions inherent in "The Prussian Officer," a patently
 allegorical text that attempts to portray two distinct and opposing ways of life.
 Thus, "to keep blank his consciousness," to prevent his mind from thinking, the
 captain must emulate the very person he does not want to think about: the mute
 and expressionless boy with the ugly scar on his thumb and the "unmeaning" look
 in his eyes. A curious reversal has here taken place: the officer, in apparent defiance
 of his own nature, has adopted precisely those traits of being and behavior which he
 has found so disturbing in his orderly. Nor is this reversal peculiar to the captain.
 In this most symmetrical of Lawrence's early stories, the orderly acquires much of
 the unnatural rigidity and extreme self-consciousness of his persecutor, thereby
 transgressing the limits of his own being as "an unhampered young animal" (PO,
 p. 3). For if the orderly has "penetrated" the captain's consciousness, the captain
 has also "pierced" the orderly's unconscious life. As the narrator puts it, "All his
 instinct was to avoid personal contact, even definite hate. But in spite of himself the
 hate grew, responsive to the officer's passion" (PO, p. 5). In reaction to the officer's

 1/ An abbreviated version of this essay was presented to the students and faculty of the Institut d'Etudes
 Anglaises et Nord-Americaines, University of Paris IV-Sorbonne, in the spring of 1990.

 2/D. H. Lawrence, The Prussian Officer and Other Stories, ed. John Worthen (Cambridge and London,
 1983), p. 8 (hereafter PO). Each of Lawrence's works, after the initial reference, will be cited paren-
 thetically by page number within the text.

 ? 1990 by The University of Chicago. All rights reserved. 0026-8232/91/8801-0001$01.00
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 John Haegert/D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression 3

 repeated assaults, therefore, the young orderly becomes more wary. Having known
 the indignity of his captain's anger, he has also learned from him the need for
 premeditation. In their ensuing struggle for survival, each antagonist will inscribe
 his being on the mutilated body of the other-the captain by kicking the orderly
 until he is covered with bruises, the orderly by strangling the captain until he is
 covered with blood.

 Throughout "The Prussian Officer" the ordeal of selfhood is inseparably linked
 to the idea of otherness. Despite the story's persistent dualisms,3 the relation
 between the central characters exhibits a bewildering complexity that must qualify
 any reading of the work as a mere study in contrasts or conflicting life-styles.
 Antithetical beings to the very end, the officer and the orderly are nonetheless
 bound by a transgressive logic that blurs and "obliterates" their opposing natures,
 that relativizes their essential differences, even to the point of rendering indis-
 tinguishable the starkly allegorical figures who stand behind them: "The bodies of
 the two men lay together, side by side, in the mortuary, the one white and slender,
 but laid rigidly at rest, the other looking as if every moment it must rouse into life
 again, so young and unused from a slumber" (PO, pp. 20-21). Who is the "one,"
 and who is the "other"? We assume we know which body belongs to which man,
 but the narrator's uncertain predication here alerts us to the necessary arbitrariness
 of our own associations, our inevitable reliance on either/or habits of thinking as a
 way of organizing our knowledge and experience.

 The appalling anonymity of death suggested by this concluding sentence of
 "The Prussian Officer" underlines a crucial insight of Lawrence's story and one that
 might serve as a central feature for his whole aesthetic-namely, the Saussurean
 notion that in language there are no enduring plenitudes of meaning, "there are
 only differences without positive terms."4 The promiscuous play of differences in
 "The Prussian Officer" precludes the establishment of any single one as a sovereign
 principle that might structure our response to the story. Thus the reader is never
 quite certain what ideal, if any, of human nature underlies Lawrence's successive
 judgments of his characters-both of whom are evidently lacking in some measure
 of humanity, yet neither of whom is demonstrably more "human" than the other.
 Rather than solidify the differences between them, Lawrence's narrator deliberately
 emphasizes their interpenetration. Instead of privileging a particular vision of
 human nature, the story as a whole dramatizes the immense-indeed, insurmount-
 able-task of arriving at any definitive view of human nature.

 The mutinous interplay of textual differences is a distinctive feature of Law-
 rence's writing. There is always a moment in his major fiction when the representa-
 tion of reality, physical as well as psychic, is deliberately contested, its authority
 undermined by contending viewpoints that remind us that the original representa-
 tion was only that-a representation of reality rather than the thing itself. In The

 3/Keith Cushman, e.g., speaks of the tale as "a fully achieved embodiment of Lawrentian metaphysic-of
 the dualistic vision so centrally significant to his best art," in his D. H. Lawrence at Work: The
 Emergence of the "Prussian Officer" Stories (Charlottesville, Va., 1978), p. 170. On the prevalence of
 such dualisms thoughout Lawrence's fiction, see James C. Cowan's "D. H. Lawrence's Dualism: The
 Apollonian-Dionysian Polarity and The Ladybird," in Forms of Modern British Fiction, ed. Alan
 Warren Friedman (Austin, Tex., 1975), pp. 73-99.

 4/Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, trans.
 Wade Baskin (New York, 1966), p. 120.
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 4 Modern Philology (August 1990)

 Rainbow, after several pages describing Tom Brangwen's feelings of fulfillment
 upon marrying Lydia Lensky, the narrator suddenly shifts gears. He announces that
 Tom harbors a feeling of hostility toward his new wife as urgent as his love: "And
 gradually he grew into a raging fury against her. But because he was so much
 amazed, and there was as yet such a distance between them, and she was such an
 amazing thing to him, with all wonder opening out behind her, he made no
 retaliation on her. Only he lay still and wide-eyed with rage, inarticulate, not
 understanding, but solid with hostility."5 The typographical space separating the
 two descriptions is only a line or two, yet the narrative distance might almost be
 that of two different marriages, or we might say, of two different texts. The intense,
 hyperbolic nature of Lawrence's prose suggests a polarization of perspectives-first
 "love," then "hate"-that in most earlier fiction is only accomplished after many
 pages over an extended period of time. Thus Dorothea Brooke, for example, slowly
 discovers the sterile asceticism that underlies Casaubon's intellectual posturing.
 Thus Lambert Strether finally achieves the "sublimity" of imagination that under-
 cuts and enlarges his original view of human nature. In both Middlemarch and The
 Ambassadors, the ponderous movement from blindness to insight involves a lengthy
 process of ethical adjustment and revision, leading to a terminal truth that is nearly
 opposite in meaning to the lie or the fiction preceding it.

 In The Rainbow, by contrast, such dramatic reversals of perspective are
 frequently conflated within the same description, often within a single sentence. The

 impression thus created is not that of reaching a terminal wisdom or of grasping an
 ultimate truth, but one of continuous interdiction and subversion of competing

 truths, none of them total, all of them partial. The mutually discrepant readings of

 Tom's emotional state outlined above no doubt arise, in part, from the complexity

 of his response to Lydia's "foreignness," his baffled reaction to her status as a
 Polish emigre and widow with a personal history unrelated to his own. But it is not

 merely a question of the mimetic accuracy of Lawrence's characterizations; rather,
 to Lawrence's way of thinking, no representation in language can do justice to the

 alternating attraction and repugnance Tom must feel for Lydia's irreducible "other-
 ness." In describing the complex dynamism of Tom's response, Lawrence draws our
 attention to the evident limitations of each discrete truth about his marriage. What

 we might call the perverse alogic uniting both perspectives involves a double
 movement and a mutual trespass, a going beyond as well as an intrusion, in which
 each interpretation of Tom's emotional state is subject to continuing qualification

 and critique by its authoritative "other." One result of this reciprocal cross-
 examination is to engender in the reader a need for some normative context to
 clarify and integrate the differences. No matter how hard one tries to reconcile the
 narrator's divergent views, however, they seem stubbornly resistant to any totalizing

 unity. Like the mortal antagonists in "The Prussian Officer," they remain locked in
 eternal enmity, alternately defining and confounding one another's limits-intimate
 and abiding strangers even unto death.

 The same process can be observed in Lawrence's dramatizations of human
 encounters. They tend toward intense, highly mobile exchanges in which the author-
 ized or official version of relationships is suddenly disrupted and accedes to some-

 5/D. H. Lawrence, The Rainbow (New York, 1961), p. 57.
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 John Haegert/ D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression 5

 thing like an inverse logic of interpretation. In Sons and Lovers, for example,
 young Paul Morel is urged by his mother, Gertrude, to inform his father of a
 competition he has just won with a grade-school paper. The ensuing conversation
 between father and son is designed, on one level, to illustrate the father's sorry
 impercipience, arousing the narrator's invective against his position as an "outsider"
 in his own family:

 "I've won a prize in a competition, dad," he said.
 Morel turned round to him.

 "Have you, my boy? What sort of a competition?"
 "Oh, nothing-about famous women."
 "And how much is the prize, then, as you've got?"
 "It's a book."

 "Oh, indeed!"
 "About birds."
 "Hm-hm!"

 And that was all. Conversation was impossible between the father and any other member
 of the family. He was an outsider. He had denied the God in him.6

 Yet as the scene continues, it soon becomes apparent that this is not the whole
 truth, or at least not the only truth, about Paul's father. Inscribed within this rather
 curt dismissal of his cultural shortcomings is an altogether different perspective on
 his nature, one which redefines his intellectual weaknesses as sensual strengths:
 "The only times when he entered again into the life of his own people was when he
 worked, and was happy at work. Sometimes, in the evening, he cobbled the boots
 or mended the kettle or his pit-bottle. Then he always wanted several attendants,

 and the children enjoyed it. They united with him in the work, in the actual doing

 of something, when he was his real self again" (SL, p. 63). Nor does Lawrence's

 description end here. The narrator elaborates these "only times" for two more
 pages, during which the father is shown to be not the perennial "outsider" but the
 energizing center of his family-frolicking with the children, fashioning fuses, snap-
 ping orders, running briskly about the house, and, in general, creating an atmos-
 phere of quotidian warmth and security for the entire family. If we ask, as the novel
 invites us to ask, which is Morel's "real self," the answer would seem to be that he is
 neither one self nor the other-neither the unbidden guest nor the hospitable host

 of Sons and Lovers. Nor is Morel some middling combination of the two. Rather,

 the narrative suggests, he is perhaps best seen as a series of conflictual or transgres-

 sive selves, each defined and undermined by its opposition to the others.

 I have deliberately cited an extreme example here; and in quoting it out of

 context, I run the risk of confirming the view, popularized by Mark Schorer and

 others, that Lawrence is an undisciplined writer of great but uncertain gifts whose
 cultivation of local intensities of feeling far exceeds his concern for any clear
 narrative progression and organic unity of form. Lawrence's unabashed use of
 extreme, often grandiose language, his apparent inability to maintain a stable and
 consistent point of view, not to mention his oracular intrusiveness bordering on bad
 taste, have repeatedly been the object of critical rebuke. Even more, he has been
 faulted for failing to locate an "objective correlative" for his troubled emotions, as
 well as for his hectoring insistence that "life" rather than "art" is the supreme

 6/D. H. Lawrence, Sons and Lovers (New York, 1968), p. 63 (hereafter SL).
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 6 Modern Philology (August 1990)

 thing-more important than either the tyranny of form or the authority of reason.
 In Sons and Lovers, Schorer argues, "Lawrence maintains for himself. . . the
 confused attitude of his [central] character." Alleging autobiographical origins for
 Lawrence's ambivalence toward Paul's parents, Schorer adds, "This is a psycho-
 logical tension which disrupts the form of the novel and obscures its meaning,
 because neither the contradiction in style nor the confusion in point of view is made
 to right itself."7

 To the extent that "contradiction" and "confusion" imply a blatant disregard
 for the New Critical ideals of unity and wholeness, Schorer is right; but the terms of
 his judgment blind him to Lawrence's steady determination to invest his narrative
 with an anti-allegorical mobility that transgresses stable boundaries and stark
 alternatives. However he may have felt about his own parents, Lawrence is con-
 cerned in Sons and Lovers to demonstrate the dismal inadequacy of any monologic
 overview-to reveal, in all its cumbersome qualification, the truth that there is no
 unitary truth about Paul's parents. Such representations as the scenes I quoted
 from the work are indicative of what we might call Lawrence's narrative restlessness.
 The progress of the novel elicits and authorizes such "contradictory" readings.
 Together, the two scenes represent a victory over partial truth and distorting
 fiction a climactic moment at which the father is revealed to us in all the elusive-

 ness of his occulted being, unhampered by any retrospective judgment or authorita-
 tive point of view. As the highly polarized representations of The Rainbow reveal a

 desire to subvert any univocal estimate of Tom's emotional state, so the scenes from

 Sons and Lovers exhibit a desire to complicate the simplifying schemas by which

 reality-autobiographical or otherwise-is mediated and portrayed.

 The desire to move beyond fixed boundaries of meaning, to resist-in Law-

 rence's memorable phrase-"the ugly imperialism of any absolute," seems a funda-

 mental characteristic of the transgressive imagination.8 Life tends in this fiction
 toward ever more recondite forms of being and behavior that elude and defy the

 expressive powers of most mimetic art. No representation is ever fully authorized

 because no representation is ever finally adequate. Nor can it be, given the curiously

 divided task Lawrence set for himself. On the one hand, he felt impelled as an artist

 to incorporate the "life" around him into the imagined life of his fiction. On the
 other hand, he felt duty-bound, also as an artist, to protect the experiential life that

 existed outside his fiction from the often imperious demands of form.9 As a result,
 there is a rich and recurring tension throughout Lawrence's career as a novelist

 between the authority of imagination and the rights of everyday reality, between the

 magisterial world of his own creation and the far more mutinous one of fact and
 time and history.

 The sense of ontological tension produced by this creative interplay inheres not

 only in the structure of his novels but, even more subtly, in the very texture of his

 7/Mark Schorer, "Technique as Discovery," in his The World We Imagine (New York, 1968), p. 13.
 8/D. H. Lawrence, "Why the Novel Matters," in Study of Thomas Hardy and Other Essays, ed. Bruce

 Steele (Cambridge and London, 1985), p. 196.
 9/These seemingly antithetical strains of Lawrence's "aesthetic" are usefully discussed by David Cavitch in

 D. H. Lawrence and the New World (New York, 1969), pp. 3-13. On the relation between "Lawrence,
 Pound and Early Modernism," see A. Walton Litz's essay in D. H. Lawrence: A Centenary Considera-
 tion, ed. Peter Balbert and Phillip L. Marcus (Ithaca, N.Y., and London, 1985), pp. 15-28.
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 John Haegert/ D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression 7

 prose as well. Alvina Houghton, in The Lost Girl, exhibits a propensity for exotic
 yearning that is clearly undercut by Ciccio's "heavy muscular predominance and
 progressive shamelessness"-terms which reveal a basic disparity between her ideal-
 izing temper and the bodily facts of life."10 Conversely, in The Plumed Serpent, Kate
 Leslie discovers in the Indians of Mexico "a peculiar beauty, a certain richness of
 physical being" that calls into question their ideological appropriation in Diego
 Rivera's frescoes: "These flat Indians [of the frescoes] were symbols in the great
 script of modern socialism, they were figures of the pathos of the victims of modern
 industry and capitalism."11 In each case the language of the narrator leads us away
 from a unitary or essentialist view of reality toward a new sense of reality that
 forbids classification and underscores the representational poverty of the symbolist
 mind. As we have seen, this idea also easily extends to include the narrator himself.
 However powerful the influence of a particular doctrine or "metaphysic" in such
 novels as The Rainbow, Women in Love, and Lady Chatterleyj's Lover, there is in
 them also a sense of the intrinsic otherness of a reality independent of the narrator's
 understanding, a sense that "things as they are," in Wallace Stevens's phrase, always
 include something more than (or different from) the way they are for the author's or
 the hero's theory about them.'2

 In one way or another readers have always remarked Lawrence's tendency to
 qualify and contest the authority of his own representations, although they have
 usually associated it-mistakenly, in my view-with a predominantly mimetic
 impulse. W. J. Harvey's sympathetic treatment of "human character" in Lawrence's
 novels, Barbara Hardy's valorization of Lawrentian "truthfulness" over ideological

 "schematism," Mark Kinkead-Weekes's analysis of Lawrence's "exploratory imagi-
 nation," James Gindin's inclusion of his fiction in the Anglo-American "novel of
 compassion," George Levine's use of Lady Chatterley's Lover as an expression
 (albeit a "reversed" one) of "the realistic imagination"-these are characteristic
 examples of the long rehabilitative effort, inaugurated by F. R. Leavis in 1955, to
 reinstate Lawrence in the mainstream of English fiction.13 This mainstream is one of
 mimetic realism nourished, in Harvey's words, not only by a controlling sense of

 "the plenitude, diversity and individuality of human beings in society" but also by
 an abiding antipathy toward the "monolithic" claims of the visionary imagination.14
 On the whole, the insights of these readers have proven invaluable as a way of
 focusing attention on the heterogeneity and complexity of Lawrence's fiction, all the

 10/D. H. Lawrence, The Lost Girl (New York, 1968), p. 227.
 11/D. H. Lawrence, The Plumed Serpent (New York, 1951), p. 54.
 12/My argument here is eloquently anticipated by Allen Tate's well-known distinction between the

 "angelic" imagination, which pursues immediate knowledge of essences, and the "symbolic" imagination,
 which modestly disclaims any such ultimate knowledge (see his Essays of Four Decades [New York,
 1968], pp. 401-23 and 424-46).

 13/See especially F. R. Leavis's chapter on The Rainbow, entitled "Lawrence and Tradition," as well as the
 appendix, "Mr. Eliot and Lawrence," in his D. H. Lawrence: Novelist (London, 1955). W. J. Harvey's
 comments about Lawrence's realistic treatment of fictional character are scattered throughout his Char-
 acter and the Novel (Ithaca, N.Y., 1965). See also Barbara Hardy, The Appropriate Form (London,
 1964), pp. 132-73; Mark Kinkead-Weekes, "The Marble and the Statue: The Exploratory Imagination of
 D. H. Lawrence," in Imagined Worlds: Essays on Some English Novels and Novelists in Honour of John
 Butt, ed. Maynard Mack and Ian Gregor (London, 1968), pp. 371-418; James Gindin, Harvest of a Quiet
 Eye: The Novel of Compassion (Bloomington, Ind., 1971), pp. 205-21; George Levine, The Realistic
 Imagination: English Fiction from Frankenstein to Lady Chatterley (Chicago, 1981), pp. 317-28.

 14/Harvey, p. 24.
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 8 Modern Philology (August 1990)

 more so since the influential criticism of Eliot and Blackmur had so conspicuously
 denied him these qualities for over three decades.'5 Suggestive as these insights have
 been, however, they seem finally inadequate to the radical nature of Lawrence's
 critique of the shaping imagination.

 To understand the force of this critique, we must place it not only in the
 context of an earlier realistic fiction but also within an emerging tradition of
 epistemological skepticism and mistrust-a tradition characterized in part by a
 steadily declining faith in the order-making authority of the fictive imagination.
 Speaking of the "dialectical tension" between imagination and reality in poets like
 Yeats and Stevens, for example, Helen Regueiro posits as a permanent condition of
 the post-Romantic temper an anxiety resulting from poetry's inability to intuit
 things directly, without the mediating "props" required by language: "Poetry seems
 to walk a narrow ridge between the quest for the absolute, which involves an
 abstractive imagination that in its ascension distances itself from the natural world,
 and the quest for immediacy, which requires what Stevens calls 'a letting down /
 From loftiness,' a rejection of the transcendent and a redescent into the natural
 world."16 If we consider the prevalence of partial truths, multiple meanings, and
 conflicting viewpoints in Lawrence, we find them deriving from a comparable sense
 that the novelist's representations of reality are simultaneously impelled and under-
 mined by the exertions of the "abstractive imagination." The focus of his fiction, the
 cynosure of his true subject, inevitably exceeds its imaginative embodiment in
 words. The narrative continually circles around some ultimate truth or ulterior
 meaning, only to swerve away in apparent homage to reality's irreducible mystery
 and difference. It is a strange art indeed which employs the representational re-
 sources of fiction only to remind us of its ultimate status as a fiction. Yet I would
 argue that this is precisely the intent of Lawrence's major works and of the repeated
 presence in them of a narrator who is alternately badgering and beseeching, insistent
 and uncertain.

 We might say that the center of interest and the scene of the underlying drama
 in Lawrence's novels reside within what we could call the "nonnarratable numi-
 nous": the domain of operative difference and ineffable otherness that exceeds and
 undermines the narrator's attempt to portray reality in a seamless structure of

 words.17 The nonnarratable numinous is neither a metaphysical system nor a

 15/ R. P. Blackmur's notorious attack on Lawrence's alleged "hysteria" and consequent faltering before the
 "fallacy of expressive form" is embodied in two principal works: Anni Mirabiles: 1921-1925 (Washington,
 D.C., 1956), esp. p. 16, and Form and Value in Modern Poetry (Garden City, N.Y., 1957), pp. 253-67.
 T. S. Eliot's assault upon Lawrence's spiritual immodesty and pretentiousness, sustained over two
 decades, is illustrated by his review of J. Middleton Murry's Son of Woman, published in Criterion 10,
 no. 41 (July 1931): 768-74. See also T. S. Eliot, After Strange Gods: A Primer of Modern Heresy
 (London, 1934), esp. p. 37; John Baillie and Hugh Martin, eds., Revelation (London, 1937), esp. p. 32;
 and Eliot's introduction to Father William Tiverton's D. H. Lawrence and Human Existence (London
 1951).

 16/Helen Regueiro, The Limits of Imagination: Wordsworth, Yeats, and Stevens (Ithaca, N.Y., 1976), p. 32.
 17/ My use of the term "nonnarratable" here should be distinguished from D. A. Miller's use of the term in

 Narrative and Its Discontents: Problems of Closure in the Traditional Novel (Princeton, N.J., 1981):
 "The nonnarratable is not the unspeakable. What defines a nonnarratable element is its incapacity to
 generate a story. Properly or intrinsically, it has no narrative future-unless, of course, its nonnarratable
 status is undermined (by happiness destroyed, an incorrect solution, a choice that must be remade)"
 (p. 5). So considered, Miller's "nonnarratable" resembles a state of narrative equilibrium bordering on
 tedium. My own use of the word embodies the element of the "unspeakable" alluded to in his first
 sentence.
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 John Haegert/D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression 9

 transcendent scale of values; it is rather the realm of pure textual difference which,
 even in quotidian existence, always obtrudes itself between the signifying structures
 of the abstractive imagination and the ungraspable order of natural life. As such, it
 is less a subject or a plentitude than an absence or interstice, an interpretive gap in
 our effort to assign unequivocal meaning to the world around us and the world
 within us. In "Snake," Lawrence's celebrated poem of natural life, there is a stanza
 which memorably illustrates this difficult idea in the attempt to describe a non-
 human subject. The observing "I" of the narrator is utterly bewildered by the
 serpentine presence drinking at his water-trough:

 He drank enough
 And lifted his head, dreamily, as one who has drunken,
 And flickered his tongue like a forked night on the air, so black,
 Seeming to lick his lips,
 And looked around like a god, unseeing, into the air,
 And slowly, very slowly, as if thrice adream,
 Proceeded to draw his slow length curving round
 And climb again the broken bank of my wall-face.'8

 The sheer accumulation of halting, discrepant similes ("as one who has
 drunken," "like a forked night," "Seeming to lick his lips," "like a god, unseeing,"
 "as if thrice adream") as opposed to homologizing metaphors demonstrates the
 narrator's desperate attempt to define the snake exactly, to arrest its meaning at a

 nexus of signification congenial to his own anthropocentric point of view. In a real
 sense, the escape of meaning has become the poem's central subject-or rather,
 there is no longer a subject. Instead there is a process, in which the reader is

 implicated, of witnessing the loss of a subject so remote from human experience, so
 strangely unlike anything else, that it can only be gestured at rather than revealed in
 all its sinuous integrity and uniqueness. The transgressive readings generated by

 Lawrence's major novels function in much the same way as the similes in "Snake."

 They serve to emphasize the nonnarratable numinous of things, persons, places,
 situations, and psychological states that preserves their isolate and unspeakable

 otherness, thereby preventing their assimilation to some eidetic model or imperial

 fiction.

 II. The Language of De-authorization

 We shall return to these summary formulations. It is important first to extend
 our understanding of the kinds of transgression enacted by Lawrence's narrative art
 and to review the reasons for them in what we might loosely, but with pregnant

 intention, call his obligation to the ordinary universe. The transgressive texture of
 Lawrence's imagination was tendentiously caught by Lascelles Abercrombie in 1913
 when he spoke of "the constant juxtaposition of love and hatred" that pervades
 Sons and Lovers: "You begin to look out for the word 'hate' as soon as you have
 read the word 'love,' like a sort of tedious game. 'Odi et amo' does marvellous well
 in an epigram; in a novel of four hundred odd pages it is a bore." Yet as
 Abercrombie continues his review, he begins to soften his criticism of the novel's

 18/D. H. Lawrence, "Snake," in The Complete Poems of D. H. Lawrence, ed. Vivian De Sola Pinto and
 F. Warren Roberts (New York, 1964), p. 350.
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 10 Modern Philology (August 1990)

 "tedious" juxtapositions. He is now struck by the peculiar logic of Lawrence's
 representations, a "poetic" logic that counters and subverts the orderly progressions
 of Aristotelian mimesis:

 You decide that the old collier, the father, is a dirty brute; and then perceive that he
 profoundly has your sympathy. The mother is a creature of superb and lovable heroism; and
 yet there is no doubt that she is sometimes downright disagreeable. You think you are reading
 through an unimportant scene; and then find that it has burnt itself on your mind. The "Odi et
 amo" of the main theme, in fact, is only an exaggerated instance of the quality which runs
 through the whole book, which may be best described as contrary, in the sense the word has
 when it rhymes with Mary. Life, for Mr. Lawrence, is a coin which has both obverse and
 reverse; so it is for most people, but his unusual art consists in his surprising ability to
 illuminate both sides simultaneously.'9

 Abercrombie's review is important because it accurately underscores the extent to
 which Lawrentian narrative deflects any normative view of human nature. Law-
 rence's deliberate disavowal of either/or standards of judgment is the basis of a
 vision of life in which both the "obverse" and "reverse" sides of experience are
 "simultaneously" present to the perceiving consciousness. Each representation of
 reality, however elaborate or definitive it may seem, is charged with "contrary"
 implications and alien points of view-transgressive readings that remind us of
 some ever larger, deeper truth underlying them. The theme of exile and wandering
 which sounds through Lawrence's major fiction-Paul Morel's attraction to the
 "faintly humming, glowing town," Rupert Birkin's aversion to any fixed location,
 Lady Chatterley's final reclusion in the English countryside-can be understood, in
 part, as the reflex of Lawrence's own utopian desire to pierce through the distorting
 limits of the narratable into a visionary realm of being and knowing, a new heaven
 on earth where each created thing can acquire an identity perfectly coincident
 with itself.

 As Robert Kiely has recently argued, however, the world of Lawrence's fiction
 is rarely utopian, for it is a world where accidental or contingent meanings can be
 as important as purposeful ones.20 It is no small part of Lawrence's creative
 achievement that he is able, indeed determined, to maintain vital contact with the
 experiential world even while pressing its most familiar elements-a hat, a sketch-
 book, a chair-into coherent shapes and symbolic patterns. Despite his need as a
 novelist to make the world anew, he is constrained by an equal obligation to
 demystify his own constructions, to reveal the fallibility and impertinence of his
 own imagination-which in Lawrence's case most often means the impertinence of
 language. "The struggle for verbal consciousness," he maintained in his foreword to
 Women in Love, "should not be left out in art. It is a very great part of life. It is not

 superimposition of a theory. It is the passionate struggle into conscious being."2'
 Nevertheless, Lawrence's own creative struggle reveals a growing preoccupation
 with the falsifying limits of language, and the novels frequently display his own

 19/Lascelles Abercrombie, review of Sons and Lovers, Manchester Guardian (July 2, 1913), reprinted in
 D. H. Lawrence: The Critical Heritage, ed. R. P. Draper (New York, 1970), pp. 67-68.

 20/ Robert Kiely, "Accident and Purpose: 'Bad Form' in Lawrence's Fiction," in Balbert and Marcus, eds.
 (n. 9 above), pp. 91-107.

 21/D. H. Lawrence, Women in Love, ed. David Farmer, Lindeth Vasey, and John Worthen (Cambridge
 and London, 1987), p. 486 (hereafter WIL).
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 John Haegert/D. H. Lawrence and the Aesthetics of Transgression 11

 dramatized apprehension of the clash between purely "verbal consciousness" and
 unanalyzed experience.

 The contention here is not merely between imagination and reality but, as a
 number of critics have lately noted, between two different kinds of language, two
 different ways of ordering one's perceptions.22 On the one hand, there is a ready-
 made language that preexists immediate experience and that upholds the outworn
 ideologies of an age or culture. (Mann and Tolstoy are its main exemplars in
 Lawrence's literary criticism.) The greatest liability of such language, for the cre-
 ative artist, is that it remains closed to new experience, resisting in its representa-
 tions the multifarious ebb and flow of ordinary life. On the other hand, there is a
 language of perspective, which Lawrence called "art-speech," that remains open to
 experience by virtue of its unique capacity for self-critique and self-correction.23 Its
 most distinctive quality, as Michael Ragussis suggests, is to be "capable of a subtle
 overhearing of itself," even when it is most minutely occupied with its own systems
 and procedures.24

 That Lawrence was already moving in the direction of such a language in his
 early fiction is clear from the transgressive texture of "The Prussian Officer." There,
 as in much of Sons and Lovers, the lack of any definitive judgment on his
 characters, the deliberate blurring and dispersal of allegorical traits, the steady
 erosion of any "fundamental" truth about human nature conspire to subvert the
 generalizations demanded by the abstractive imagination. In lieu of these Lawrence
 creates a numinous perspective on human difference, one that reminds us- inescap-
 ably-of the sheer contextuality of human judgment and of the necessary arbitrari-

 ness of our own constructions. But it is in Lawrence's middle and later fiction that

 the self-critical function of art-speech acquires its special pertinence and value.

 There the language of the narrator often seems to emanate directly from Lawrence,

 arousing in his readers all the familiar protests against his rhetorical violence and

 hortatory excesses. In fact, however, much of the violence of this language is often

 directed against itself, as if to impugn its own authority for positing any clear

 metaphysical referent. To take a notorious example from Women in Love one in

 apparent opposition to the book's implied ethos and thereby indicative of Lawrence's
 transgressive art: following their arrival at the hostel, in the chapter called "Con-

 tinental," Ursula and Birkin engage in what appears to be an "unnatural" act of
 physical intimacy. The resulting feelings are recounted mainly from Ursula's point
 of view:

 They might do as they liked-this she realized as she went to sleep. How could anything
 that gave one satisfaction be excluded? What was degrading?-Who cared?-Degrading
 things were real, with a different reality. And he was so unabashed and unrestrained. Wasn't it
 rather horrible, a man who could be so soulful and spiritual, now to be so-she balked at her
 own thoughts and memories: then she added-so bestial? So bestial, they two!-so degrading!

 22/Lawrence's language has been the subject of increasing critical interest. Among the most noteworthy
 studies are Garrett Stewart, "Lawrence, 'Being' and the Allotropic Style," Novel 9 (1976): 217-42;
 Michael Ragussis, The Subterfuge of Art (Baltimore, 1978), esp. pp. 172-225; Gregory L. Lucente, The
 Narrative of Realism and Myth (Baltimore, 1981), pp. 107-23; and Avrom Fleishman, "He Do the Polis
 in Different Voices: Lawrence's Later Style," in Balbert and Marcus, eds., pp. 162-79.

 23/The phrase "art-speech" appears in the first chapter of Lawrence's 1923 Studies in Classic American
 Literature (New York, 1964), p. 2.

 24/Ragussis, p. 5.
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 12 Modern Philology (August 1990)

 She winced. -But after all, why not? She exulted as well. She was bestial. How good it was to
 be really shameful! There would be no shameful thing she had not experienced. -Yet she was
 unabashed, she was herself. Why not? -She was free, when she knew everything, and no dark
 shameful things were denied her. [WIL, p. 413]

 The notoriety of the passage inheres not only in its frank registration of
 sexuality, presumably anal as well as oral,25 but in its apparent opposition to
 Birkin's-and to some extent, the narrator's-earlier indictment of an unrestrained
 eroticism, of a sensuality "far beyond the scope of phallic investigation" (WIL,
 p. 254). Not unlike Lady Chatterley's "night of shameless sensuality" with Mellors,
 the "degradation" celebrated here seems curiously out of place in a novel otherwise
 rooted in the values of personal tenderness and impersonal union. For one thing,
 the language of the passage aligns it unmistakably with that of Birkin's earlier
 meditation, in the chapter "Moony," on the African way of dissolution-a mode of
 sensual disintegration which he has presumably rejected along with its antithesis,
 the Nordic way of icy intellect. For another, it seems to undercut Birkin's own
 chosen "way" with Ursula, that of a "Paradisal entry into pure, single being, the
 individual soul taking precedence over love and desire for union" (WIL, p. 254).
 What makes the incongruity of the passage even more glaring is the presence of
 Gerald and Gudrun at the same hostel. In the overall economy of Women in Love,
 the tormented relationship of this contrasting couple serves as an inverse counter-
 part of Birkin's "star-equilibrium" with Ursula. Evidently, therefore, there are two
 kinds of "degradation" being practiced on this cold European night: one is accept-
 able and liberating, the other is reprehensible and destructive. On the basis of our
 prior acquaintance with each couple, we assume a distinct difference between the
 two "degradations" even though Lawrence's language does not make it immediately
 apparent.

 Nevertheless, our confidence in absolute distinction is considerably shaken by
 all this talk of Ursula's "shameful" exultation and unbridled "bestiality." It will not
 do, I think, simply to explain the passage as a rhetorical flourish, or as a concession
 to mimetic truthfulness, or even as Lawrence's perception that Birkin's ideal rela-
 tionship "has more in common with the river of dissolution and the mud . . . than
 with the deadly cold of Gerald's mechanism and the final symbolic landscape where
 he meets his death."26 Attractive as these ideas are, they only serve to push the
 original issue one step back; they do not really release us from the imperative of

 25/The ethical and thematic implications of this and similar passages in Lawrence have been hotly
 contested with regard to "the quest for wholeness" which is Lawrence's presumed intention as a novelist.
 See, e.g., G. Wilson Knight, "Lawrence, Joyce and Powys," Essays in Criticism 11 (October 1961): 403-
 17; John Sparrow, "Regina v. Penguin Books," Encounter 18 (February 1962): 35-43, and "Afterthoughts
 on Regina v. Penguin Books Ltd.," Encounter 18 (June 1962): 83-88; George H. Ford, "Prologue to
 Women in Love," Texas Quarterly 6 (Spring 1963): 92-111; Frank Kermode, "Lawrence and the
 Apocalyptic Types," in his Continuities (New York, 1968), pp. 122-51; Colin Clarke, River of Dissolu-
 tion: D. H. Lawrence and English Romanticism (New York, 1969), esp. pp. 70-110; Mark Spilka,
 "Lawrence Up-Tight, or the Anal Phase Once Over," Novel: A Forum on Fiction 4, no. 3 (Spring 1971):
 252-67. Other critics who discuss the idea of "degrading" sexuality in Lawrence include H. M. Daleski,
 The Forked Flame: A Study of D. H. Lawrence (Evanston, Ill., 1965); Kinkead-Weekes (n. 13 above),
 pp. 371-418; Leo Bersani, A Future for Astyanax: Character and Desire in Literature (New York, 1976);
 my own early comments appear in "D. H. Lawrence and the Ways of Eros," D. H. Lawrence Review 11,
 no. 3 (Fall 1978): 199-233.

 26/ Hardy (n. 13 above), p. 160.
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 judging whether Ursula's "degradation" is finally positive or negative, healthy or
 unhealthy, or, if you prefer, life-furthering or life-denying. Yet just such binary
 oppositions and absolute judgments are called into question by Ursula's evident
 delight in going "the whole round of experience." Indeed, the passage marks a
 fundamental transgression, though by no means the only one, of all the basic
 dualisms which are manifestly woven throughout Women in Love, from its basic
 image patterns of light and dark to its celebrated antithesis of African and Nordic
 "ways." To register the mutinous and discordant power of such passages is not to
 concede that the novel is flawed or undermined by contradiction. Rather, it is to
 recognize the unavoidable arbitrariness and facticity of all the symbolic systems
 that surround and contain them. By subverting its own authority for making
 absolute distinctions, the novel thus supplies a necessary corrective to the otherwise
 immobilizing lucidity of its semiotic codes and allegorical structures.

 The self-critical function of Lawrence's later style clarifies as well the dubiously
 metaphoric cast of his symbolic imagination. If the utmost logic of metaphor is the
 substitution of one thing for another, we might say that Lawrence's so-called
 symbolic scenes and representations are metaphoric precisely to the extent that they
 underscore this substitutability. Students of metaphor from I. A. Richards through
 Max Black to Nelson Goodman seem generally to agree that the term implies a
 "transaction between contexts" or a "change not merely of range but also of
 realm."27 In all of Lawrence's most celebrated scenes there is such a change or
 transaction: the surface of reality is steadily probed and pierced and ultimately
 transformed to reveal new depths of symbolic meaning. The things and gestures of
 the real world become tokens of some supersensual realm, vehicles of metaphors

 whose tenor signifies another kind of reality. In Women in Love, Gerald's domina-
 tion of a terrified rabbit serves as a vehicle for his and Gudrun's discovery of "a

 mutual hellish recognition," a shared desire both for cruel domination and for

 painful surrender: "There was a league between them, abhorrent to them both.
 They were implicated with each other in abhorrent mysteries" (p. 242).

 At the same time, however, the primary context is resolutely respected and

 remembered. As I have already argued, Lawrence's fictive imagination is powerfully

 circumscribed by its commitment to the ordinary universe-that is, to the idea of a

 natural or original plenitude of things that exceeds and undermines their narrative

 appropriation. According to this classical metaphysic, all representation is distinctly
 "deathly" insofar as it always bodes absence, loss, separation, and the eventual
 disappearance of the thing-in-itself. What Murray Krieger has called "the duplicity
 of metaphor" could also be applied, therefore, to Lawrence's beguiling and, to some
 readers, implausible use of symbolism. Speaking of the inherent "illogic" that
 characterizes fiction's relation to reality, Krieger makes a compelling case for "the

 unbridgeable principle of difference" which underlies the miraculous fusions and
 identities wrought by metaphor: "Metaphor becomes all-inclusive in the world it
 compacts within its identities and yet, in its consciousness of its artifice, it excludes
 itself, as mere illusion, from reality's flesh and blood. The illusionary basis of our

 27/The first phrase is taken from I. A. Richards, The Philosophy of Rhetoric (New York, 1936), p. 94; the
 second appears in Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art (Indianapolis, 1976), p. 72. A similar "interaction
 view" of metaphor is offered by Max Black, Models and Metaphors (Ithaca, N.Y., 1962), esp. pp. 25-47.
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 commitment to the metaphorical fiction limits it to being an as-if commitment,
 complete in the magical verbal vision it provides, yet incomplete, even resistant, in
 that it allows us a skeptical retreat to the logic of difference."28 In Lawrentian
 terms, the sheer "otherness" of natural things sturdily resists their transposition to a
 symbolic or transcendental realm. Without denying to Lawrence the full mimetic
 use of either symbols or metaphors, we might nonetheless argue that his highly
 charged symbolic representations are motivated in part by an antithetical desire-
 one rooted in Krieger's "logic of difference": to rescue "flesh and blood" reality
 from the tyranny of stereotype and the mystifications of metaphor by reminding us
 of symbolism's inevitable "artifice" and "illusion."

 We must avoid misunderstanding on this score. By "reality's flesh and blood,"
 Krieger is not referring to some pristine truth underlying the vagaries of art. Nor is
 he promoting the idea of a "transcendental signified" lying outside the play of
 language and embodying unique, absolute, or central significance. As the context of
 his whole argument makes clear, the phrase "reality's flesh and blood" is itself used
 metaphorically to suggest the continually deferring and supplementary character of
 all language, even of Lawrence's highly incantatory attempts to capture and restore
 an original plenitude of meaning. In this sense "reality's flesh and blood" refers less
 to reality than to language's perpetual yearning for total representation as it seeks
 to reconstruct a broken presence. By extension we could say that Lawrence's
 transgressive use of symbolic language is inspired by a comparable sense of slippage
 and deferment in the representation of ultimate meaning.29

 Tony Tanner points to a problematic passage in St. Mawr where the narrator

 seems to detach himself from the heroine's consciousness in order to meditate on

 the "fearsome convulsion of values" which is our modern plight. In the process, the

 once noble stallion St. Mawr is evidently transformed into a symbol of universal

 evil "welling up from the core of things," menacing all in his vicinity with potential

 violence and destruction.30 In the passage in question the horse has just shied from

 a dead adder in his path, thrown and crippled Rico, and precipitated Lou Witt's

 terrifying vision of evil "rolling in great waves over the earth":

 It was something horrifying, something you could not escape from. It had come to her as
 in a vision, when she saw the pale-gold belly of the stallion upturned, the hoofs working
 wildly, the wicked curved hams of the horse, and then the evil straining of that arched, fish-
 like neck, with the dilated eyes of the head. Thrown backwards, and working its hoofs in the
 air. Reversed and purely evil.

 28/ Murray Krieger, "Poetic Presence and Illusion. II. Formalist Theory and the Duplicity of Metaphor," in
 The Question of Textuality, ed. William V. Spanos, Paul A. Bove, and Daniel O'Hara (Bloomington,
 Ind., 1982), p. 111.

 29/No one has written more incisively on the subject of the "dangerous supplement" in representation than
 Jacques Derrida in Of Grammatology, trans. G. C. Spivak (Baltimore, 1976): "Writing is dangerous from
 the moment that representation there claims to be presence and the sign of the thing itself. And there is a
 fatal necessity, inscribed in the very functioning of the sign, that the substitute make one forget the
 vicariousness of its own function and make itself pass for the plenitude of a speech whose deficiency and
 infirmity it nevertheless only supplements" (pp. 144-45).

 30/Tony Tanner, "D. H. Lawrence and America," in D. H. Lawrence: Novelist, Poet, Prophet, ed. Stephen
 Spender (London, 1973), p. 190. This frequently discussed passage has also been faulted by Fleishman
 (n. 22 above), pp. 175-76, for sacrificing the "dialogical" richness that characterizes the rest of the
 narrative.
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 She saw the same in people. They were thrown backwards, and writhing with evil. And
 the rider, crushed, was still reining them down.

 What did it mean? Evil, evil, and a rapid return to the sordid chaos. Which was wrong,
 the horse or the rider? Or both?31

 The Lawrentian legerdemain is in full evidence here, replete with broken sentences
 and dubious transitions. Lou's "vision" of St. Mawr's "wildly" flailing hoofs leads
 to an oppressive sense of his "wicked curved hams" which in turn generates an
 image of his "reversed, and purely evil" presence-already the vocabulary shows a
 strong judgmental coloration-and this evil then becomes a symbol of preternatural
 violence, conjuring up the "sordid chaos" toward which all human beings tend.

 As in the passage from Women in Love, we have what seems to be a scandal,
 or at least an inconsistency, in Lawrence's rude handling of his chosen material. To
 the extent that St. Mawr is here regarded as an authoritative symbol of universal
 "evil," Lou's vision clearly contradicts her earlier apprehension of him as a great
 glowing "god," a "splendid demon" that dwarfed the "triviality and superficiality of
 her human relationships" (SM, p. 31). Nor is the conflict resolved by privileging one
 symbolic designation over the other on the dubious assumption that one is more
 "real" or that one rather than another commands Lawrence's full authorial alle-

 giance. Indeed, there are arguably many passages earlier in the novella where, as
 Tanner would have it, Lawrence seems to detach himself from Lou's consciousness
 in order to expatiate authorially on the horse's symbolic meaning. For example,
 after hearing that St. Mawr had once been abused by his former owners, Lou
 reflects that the stallion "drew his hot breaths in another world from Rico's, from

 our world. Perhaps the old Greek heroes had lived in St. Mawr's world. And the
 old Greek heroes, even Hippolytus, had known it." Now the narration broadens to
 a more generalized endorsement of his "prehistoric" powers: "With their strangely
 naked equine heads, and something of a snake in their way of looking round, and
 lifting their sensitive, dangerous muzzles, they moved in a prehistoric twilight where
 all things loomed phantasmagoric, all on one plane, sudden presences jutting out of
 the matrix. It was another world, an older heavily potent world. And in this world

 the horse was swift and fierce and supreme, undominated and unsurpassed" (SM,
 p. 35).32

 Emissary from a "prehistoric" world or incarnation of modern "evil"? Between
 these alternating perspectives St. Mawr's enigmatic nature hovers uncertainly, a
 permanent opacity in the text which bears his name. Superficially there would seem
 to be contradiction or confusion in Lawrence's unsteady use of the stallion as an

 allegorical presence throughout his narrative. In fact, the contradiction conceals a
 forceful transgression, one that identifies as "mere illusion" the various representa-
 tions offered in the text of St. Mawr's underlying nature. The opposing symbolisms

 31 /D. H. Lawrence, St. Mawr and Other Stories, ed. Brian Finney (Cambridge and London, 1983), pp. 78-
 79 (hereafter SM).

 32/ For other evidence that Lawrence often regarded the horse as an archetypal image of male potency, see
 Lawrence's Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious and Fantasia of the Unconscious (New York, 1965),
 p. 199, and Apocalypse and the Writings on Revelation, ed. Mara Kalnins (Cambridge and London,
 1980), pp. 101-3.
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 associated with his presence therefore not only serve to deepen the mystery sur-
 rounding his mythological origins, as most commentators have contended. In a very
 real sense, they also serve to cancel each other, thereby alerting us to the far more
 palpable mystery of his intrinsic being: a mystery that defies any recourse to
 symbolic equivalences and allegorical identities. This last point is made almost
 playfully explicit by St. Mawr's abrupt disappearance from the text shortly after
 Lou's arrival in America.

 Ultimately, then, the lesson embodied in St. Mawr-both the horse and the
 text-is the lesson implied by all of Lawrence's major fiction. While the representa-
 tion of reality requires the creative intervention of the structuring imagination, the
 structuring imagination must also yield to the mutinous demands of nonnarratable
 reality, or, as the poststructuralists would have it, to the semantic indeterminancy
 that underlies and exceeds any assertion of univocal meaning. In the immediate
 context of Lawrence's later style, the work offers a convincing demonstration of the
 radically metonymic, or purely contingent, character of its own constitutive sym-
 bols.33 By forcing us to acknowledge, in Krieger's words, "the illusionary basis of
 our commitment to the metaphorical fiction," the transgressive art of St. Mawr
 makes us simultaneously aware of the authority and the limits of the imagination.
 We cannot go farther, however, without saying more about transgression-our
 understanding of the concept and use of the term, its historical and ideological
 relationship to perspectivism, as well as its importance to Lawrence's idea of the
 novel as a literary form.

 III. Transgression and the Limits of Narration

 A well-known passage in The Genealogy of Morals might serve to situate the
 perspectivism underlying Lawrence's transgressive art. Nietzsche argues against the
 notion of "disinterested contemplation" with which philosophers since Plato have
 sought to justify their pursuit of "absolute knowledge." Instead of privileging a
 particular view of the world, he suggests, we should frankly admit that the world is
 subject to an infinite plurality of interpretations:

 It is no small discipline and preparation of the intellect on its road to final "objectivity" to see
 things for once through the wrong end of the telescope; and "objectivity" is not meant here to
 stand for "disinterested contemplation" (which is a rank absurdity) but for an ability to have
 one's pros and cons within one's command and to use them or not, as one chooses. It is of the
 greatest importance to know how to put the most diverse perspectives and psychological
 interpretations at the service of intellection. Let us, from now on, be on our guard against the
 hallowed philosophers' myth of a "pure, will-less, painless, timeless knower"; let us beware of
 the tentacles of such contradictory notions as "pure reason," "absolute knowledge," "absolute
 intelligence." All these concepts presuppose an eye such as no living being can imagine, an eye
 required to have no direction, to abrogate its active and interpretative powers-precisely those
 powers that alone make of seeing, seeing something. All seeing is essentially perspective, and
 so is all knowing.34

 33/A similar point about Lawrence's symbolic use of the American landscape is made by Margot Norris in
 "The Ontology of St. Mawr," in her Beasts of the Modern Imagination (Baltimore, 1985), pp. 170-94.

 34/ Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy and the Genealogy of Morals, trans. Francis Golffing (Garden
 City, N.Y., 1956), p. 255.
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 By seeing things for once "through the wrong end of the telescope," Nietzsche is
 urging a self-imposed distancing from reality that is at the same time a deliberate
 disengagement from absolute truth; as the optical stress of his passage indicates, all
 knowing is essentially a matter of seeing, and all seeing is essentially a matter of
 seeing something. The fact that not everything can be seen simultaneously or with
 Platonic clarity is, for Nietzsche, neither a cause for alarm nor an occasion for
 self-rebuke. Considered in its true epistemological light, philosophical perspectivism
 is actually a source of inner freedom, an expression of the "will to power" by which
 men actively reinterpret their historical environment according to their own peculiar
 needs, strengths, capacities, and interests.35

 Nietzsche's perspectivism, however, is inseparable from his critique of "abso-
 lute knowledge." What Richard Rorty refers to as "the dream at the heart of
 philosophy" seems an especially apt reminder of all that Nietzsche is prepared to
 give up for the sake of historical relativism and difference-namely, the ancient
 hope "for a language which can receive no gloss, requires no interpretation, cannot
 be distanced, cannot be sneered at by later generations."36 The new "objectivity"
 called for by Nietzsche is in part a reaction against this dream; but it is also
 energized, as Paul de Man and others have noted, by a residual fascination with it.
 As de Man notes in a pregnant essay on The Birth of Tragedy, the dialectical
 interplay of Dionysos and Apollo conceals in the early Nietzsche a secret "logo-
 centric" longing, one in which "the stress on the symbolic nature of language is still
 part of a binary system that opposes metaphorical to literal meaning and that
 reasserts, willy nilly, the authority of meaning."37 At the outset of his career, in

 other words, Nietzsche still harbored the ancient hope of finding some secure

 ontological ground, some privileged insight into the ultimate truth of things, that

 would render any further interpretation unnecessary. Although the author of the

 later Genealogy would eventually abandon this "metaphysics of presence," one

 important way of understanding the evolution of Nietzsche's thought, according to

 de Man, is to see it as "a gradual 'deconstruction' of the logocentrism that finds its
 fullest expression in The Birth of Tragedy."38

 I referred earlier to the emergent skepticism that characterizes Lawrence's
 attitude toward the imaginative process. In the light of Nietzsche's example, we can

 better see that Lawrence's is a benighted and ghostly skepticism, haunted by the

 specter of a final or ultimate truth compromised by the falsifications of language.
 His own perspectivism, like Nietzsche's, is partly a means of compensating for the

 discursive gaps between perception and reality, and between reality and desire.

 Unlike Nietzsche, however, Lawrence never fully gave up the "Platonic" hope of

 finding the permanent truth of things behind the "appearance" of everyday existence.
 Nor did he relinquish completely the idea of evolving a right original language

 35/ For a lucid account of Nietzsche's perspectivism, see Alexander Nehamas, Nietzsche: Life as Literature
 (Cambridge, Mass., 1985), pp. 42-73.

 36/ Richard Rorty, "Deconstruction and Circumvention," Critical Inquiry 11, no. 1 (September 1984): 5; as
 Rorty indicates, the "dream at the heart of philosophy" is Derrida's phrase from Margins of Philosophy,
 trans. Alan Bass (Chicago, 1982), p. 268.

 37/Paul de Man, Allegories of Reading (New Haven, Conn., 1979), p. 89.
 38/Ibid., p. 88.
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 which would allow him to retrieve the unity of insight and perception that was
 characteristic of ancient peoples everywhere. Reflecting on the Etruscan idea of the
 sacred, for example, Lawrence offers a synoptic view of Western culture that
 simultaneously portrays an older world and criticizes modern values: "The old
 religion of the profound attempt of man to harmonize himself with nature and hold
 his own and come to flower in the great seething of life, changed with the Greeks
 and Romans into a desire to resist nature, to produce a mental cunning and a
 mechanical force that would outwit Nature and chain her down completely, com-
 pletely, till at last there should be nothing free in nature at all, all should be
 controlled, domesticated, put to man's meaner uses."39 As an allegory of modern
 life, the comment makes clear his profound discontent with the "mental" constructs
 and "mechanical" fictions which now impede man's contact with "the great seething
 of life" that preceded his tragic fall into scientific knowledge and linguistic self-
 division.

 But if Lawrence consistently deplored the irremediable loss of the sacred in its
 traditional, categorical, unifying form, he was too much the modernist to declare
 that anything so coherent as a unitary system of beliefs could be salvaged from
 modern society and the modern mind. In his major fiction at least he was un-
 avoidably suspicious of characters-including, at times, his own narrators-who
 claimed a direct or unmediated access to reality, or who otherwise displayed a
 romantic taste for grandiose visions and private mythmaking. Having set out to

 denounce the pretensions of rationalism and "mental cunning," he was nonetheless

 repelled by the excessive egotism of the Romantic self, and by the crass imperialism

 implicit in any individual attempt to "speak" for reality. The importance attached
 by Lawrence to art-speech, to the inevitable perspectivism underlying any repre-

 sentation of ultimate truth, is a measure of his mistrust of all subjective attempts to
 get behind language, to conceive representation in any terms other than the enabling
 interpretive framework of a specific time and place. Accordingly there is an endless

 oscillation in Lawrence's major work between, on the one hand, his nostalgic
 yearning for an older world of organic unity and total presence and, on the other
 hand, his skeptical awareness that the recreation of this world in fiction is inevitably
 influenced by the historical limitations of the author.

 As I have tried to demonstrate elsewhere, the prevailing tone of Lawrence's

 major fiction after Sons and Lovers is distinctly "elegaic," both in the primary sense
 of lamenting the passing of this older world and in the secondary sense of attempt-
 ing to recuperate for our own world something of the organic unity of the past.40
 Partly for this reason his use of the novel as a mimetic instrument is a curious and
 conflicted one. To a degree, at least, he was determined to offer a dynamic
 representation of reality that was recognizably dense and circumstantial-full of the

 "felt life" and "solidity of specification" that one associates with the novel as a
 literary genre. In this aspect of his enterprise he resembles those practitioners of the

 form who instinctively hearken to George Eliot's desire, in the famous seventeenth
 chapter of Adam Bede, "to give a faithful account of men and things as they have

 39/D. H. Lawrence, Etruscan Places (New York, 1957), p. 123.

 40/See John Haegert, "Lawrence's World Elsewhere: Elegy and History in The Rainbow," Clio 15 (Winter
 1986): 115-35.
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 mirrored themselves in my mind." "The mirror," she candidly admits, "is doubtless
 defective; the outlines will sometimes be disturbed, the reflection faint or confused;
 but I feel as much bound to tell you as precisely as I can what that reflection is, as if
 I were in the witness-box narrating my experience on oath."4'

 At the same time, Lawrence's keen distrust of the "mirror" of representation
 led him to denounce as mere presumption any "reflection" that did not immediately
 declare its own distortion. In what is arguably his most Nietzschean pronouncement
 on this score, he cunhningly combines three homely images, that of the weather, an
 umbrella, and some paint, in an effort to elucidate the blindness that often attends
 representational insight. "Man must wrap himself in a vision," he argues, "make a
 house of apparent form and stability, fixity. In his terror of chaos he begins by
 putting up an umbrella. Bequeathed to descendants, the umbrella becomes a dome,
 a vault, and men at last begin to feel that something is wrong." In applying this
 parable to the history of modern poetry, Lawrence is careful to point out the
 subversive role played by the creative artist:

 Man fixes some wonderful erection of his own between himself and the wild chaos, and
 gradually goes bleached and stifled under his parasol. Then comes a poet, enemy of conven-
 tion, and makes a slit in the umbrella; and lo! the glimpse of chaos is a vision, a window to the
 sun. But after a while, getting used to the vision, and not liking the genuine draught from
 chaos, commonplace man daubs a simulacrum of the window that opens on the chaos, and
 patches the umbrella with the painted patch of the simulacrum. That is, he has got used to the
 vision; it is part of his house-decoration. So that the umbrella at last looks like a glowing open
 firmament, of many aspects. But alas! it is all simulacrum, in innumerable patches. Homer
 and Keats, annotated and with glossary.42

 What I have called Lawrence's obligation to the ordinary universe reveals itself

 here in his deep-seated resistance to the very idea of representation. Insofar as any
 "simulacrum" of experience is substituted for experience itself, it soon acquires the

 quality of a fetish or an icon-valued less for its evocative and exploratory powers
 than for its imperturbable authority. We note that the poet, in Lawrence's view,
 does not simply add another representation or "vision" to those already current.
 His primary function is to disrupt and dismantle prevailing versions of reality, to
 transgress the limits of the known and the narratable in the interests of the
 unknown and the nonnarratable, the "everlasting whirl" and play of potential

 meanings that elude and exceed any conclusive truth or definitive formulation. As
 "an enemy of convention," the creative artist is therefore committed to the unremit-
 ting task of making a "slit" in the umbrella of received truths-not for the sake of
 his own or someone else's truth but in a ceaseless struggle to reveal the representa-
 tional bias of all created and discovered truths.

 In this struggle the novel is, uniquely, a demystifying force for freedom. Of all
 the literary forms it is the one least likely to succumb to the enchantments of its
 own ideology or "metaphysic." In a 1925 essay Lawrence praised the novel as "the
 highest form of human expression ever attained. Why? Because it is so incapable of
 the absolute."43 The first and final loyalty of the novel is to "quickness," to the

 41/George Eliot, Adam Bede, ed. John Paterson (Boston, 1968), p. 150.
 42/D. H. Lawrence, "Preface to Chariot of the Sun, by Harry Crosby," in Phoenix: The Posthumous

 Papers of D. H. Lawrence, ed. Edward D. McDonald (New York, 1968), pp. 255-56.
 43/D. H. Lawrence, "The Novel" (hereafter "TN"), in his Study of Thomas Hardy and Other Essays (n. 8

 above), p. 179. For a powerful formalization of this same insight, see Mikhail Bakhtin's discussion of
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 subtle "relatedness and interrelatedness" of all living things; and in this central idea
 we can see both his well-known aversion to dogma as well as his less-known
 attraction to perspective-in this case, the vitalizing clash of differences operative in
 narrative discourse. All absolutes, including aesthetic ones, are anathema. "Man
 handing out absolutes to man, as if we were all books of geometry with axioms,
 postulates, and definitions in front. God with a new pair of compasses! Moses with
 a set square!" ("TN," p. 184). The novel shows instead that "everything is true in its
 own relationship, and no further" ("TN," p. 185). Elsewhere Lawrence writes, in
 implied opposition to Hardy's determinism: "Because a novel is a microcosm, and
 because man in viewing the universe must view it in the light of a theory, therefore
 every novel must have the background or the structural skeleton of some theory of
 being, some metaphysic. But the metaphysic must always subserve the artistic
 purpose beyond the artist's conscious aim. Otherwise the novel becomes a treatise."44

 The artist's proper task, then, is not to force experience into the Procrustean
 bed of a theory but to achieve and reveal a new relation, an alternate perspective, a
 transforming difference. The attainment of this relatedness is what matters, however
 we describe it; and the best way to describe it is by writing, or reading, a novel. For
 the novel, Lawrence never tired of insisting, "is the highest example of subtle inter-
 relatedness that man has discovered. Everything is true in its own time, place,
 circumstance, and untrue outside its own place, time, circumstance. If you try to
 nail anything down, in the novel, either it kills the novel, or the novel gets up and

 walks away with the nail."45 Such remarks on the relational or relativistic nature of

 the novel as a representational form could easily be extended. Cumulatively, they
 confirm the ironic insight into creativity contained in the poem "The Work of

 Creation," in which God is compared to a creative artist bemused by his own
 handiwork:

 The mystery of creation is the divine urge of creation,
 but it is a great strange urge, it is not a Mind.
 Even an artist knows that his work was never in his mind,
 he could never have thought it before it happened.
 A strange ache possessed him, and he entered the struggle,
 and out of the struggle with his material, in the spell of the urge
 his work took place, it came to pass, it stood up and saluted his mind.

 God is a great urge, wonderful, mysterious, magnificent
 but he knows nothing before-hand.
 His urge takes shape in flesh, and lo!
 it is creation! God looks himself on it in wonder, for the first time.
 Lo! there is a creature, formed! How strange!
 Let me think about it! Let me form an idea!46

 "dialogized heteroglossia" in "Discourse in the Novel," in his The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays,
 trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin, Tex., 1981), pp. 259-422. The Bakhtinian strain in
 Lawrence's literary criticism is usefully emphasized by David Lodge in "The Novel Now: Theories and
 Practices," Novel 21 (Winter/Spring 1988): 125-38. See also Lodge's "Lawrence, Dostoevsky, Bakhtin:
 D. H. Lawrence and Dialogic Fiction," Renaissance and Modern Studies 29 (1985): 16-32.

 44/ D. H. Lawrence, "Study of Thomas Hardy," in his Study of Thomas Hardy and Other Essays, p. 91.
 45/D. H. Lawrence, "Morality and the Novel," in his Study of Thomas Hardy and Other Essays, p. 172.
 46/D. H. Lawrence, "The Work of Creation," in Complete Poems (n. 18 above), p. 690.
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 Implicit in the poem, as in the literary criticism, is the lack of any imperial design
 preparatory to the work of creation. No absolute judgment, no authoritative "idea"
 intervenes between the universe and God or between the artwork and its maker,
 both of whom are treated as demiurges too closely consumed by the "strange ache"
 of creation to evaluate its meaning "before-hand." The relevance of this idea to
 Lawrence's view of the novel seems clear. Lacking any definitive framework for his
 representations of reality, Lawrence deliberately restricted himself in his major
 fiction to a radically differential and relativistic view of the world.

 Such Nietzschean perspectivism is an essential and commonplace component
 of that literature we call modern, yet it is rarely if ever associated with the author of
 The Rainbow and Women in Love. Lawrence's "modernity" is said to reside,
 rather, in features like his sexual explicitness, his exploration of states of conscious-
 ness, or his use of the novel as an open-ended form.47 As I have already shown,
 however, the perspectivist impulse is not only prevalent in his major works, it is
 indigenous to their very structure as transgressive forms. Insofar as he attempts to
 convey an authoritative meaning for his fictionalized events, he also subverts and
 demystifies this meaning-thereby revealing its irreducibly figural or metaphoric
 cast, its status as a mere "simulacrum" on the perceptual parasol. The sense we
 sometimes have when reading Lawrence that his representations are finally too
 intense, too intimate, or too specialized to embody the "felt life" we actually live is
 thus inseparable from his deepest ambition as a novelist-to honor the ordinary
 universe that "whirls" everlastingly beyond our "vision" and beyond our language.
 Our feelings of representational excess or inadequacy are probably inevitable results
 of Lawrence's determination to suspend his "Platonic" quest for the ultimate truth
 of things in favor of a sustained if skeptical retreat to the "logic of difference"-that
 is, the logic or alogic whereby the assumed identity of things is dispersed among
 their differential relations. As such, they reflect the Pyrrhonian underside of what
 Denis Donoghue and others have called (a trifle preemptively, perhaps) Lawrence's
 "Promethean" imagination.48

 IV. A Dubious Freedom

 Thus far I have been attempting to explore the perspectivism that is inseparable
 from Lawrence's transgressive art. But I have not yet said anything to explicate or

 justify the word transgression-its appropriateness as a critical concept, the reasons
 for using a term that until quite recently has suffered such an ignominious reputa-

 tion.49 The connotations of the word are probably familiar. They include: an open

 47/See, respectively, Hardy (n. 13 above), esp. pp. 163-66; Martin Price, Forms of Life: Character and
 Moral Imagination in the Novel (New Haven, Conn., 1983), pp. 267-94; and Alan Friedman, The Turn
 of the Novel (New York, 1966), pp. 130-78.

 48/Denis Donoghue, Thieves of Fire (New York, 1974), pp. 111-39. A similar view is advanced by Peter
 New in speaking of Lawrence's "utopian" imagination in Fiction and Purpose in "Utopia," "Rasselas,"
 "The Mill on the Floss" and "Women in Love"(New York, 1985), pp. 231-302.

 49/The importance of the term in contemporary critical theory is reflected by the titles of two recent books:
 Charles C. Lamert and Garth Gillan's Michel Foucault: Social Theory and Transgression (New York,
 1982); and Peter Stallybrass and Allon White's The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (Ithaca, N.Y.,
 1986). The latter work provides a valuable synthesis of Foucault's idea of ideological transgression and
 Bakhtin's concept of the "carnivalesque" element in literature.
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 disregard for established authority; a willful violation or infraction of a commonly
 accepted code or canon of permissible behavior; a deliberate departure from pre-
 scribed norms of knowledge and belief; a flagrant intrusion into some area or zone
 of experience expressly forbidden by imperial law, edict, command, or command-
 ment. Etymologically, the term "transgress" derives from the Latinate form trans-
 gredi and signifies a stepping-across or a going-beyond a clearly defined limit or
 boundary. Theologically, the term carries with it the dark imputation of "trespass,"
 or sinful deviation from God's established order and authority on earth. In whatever
 connotation, the word presupposes as its first condition of use a perceptible margin
 of permissible discourse, beyond which all other discourse is presumed to be either
 peripheral and irrelevant or preemptive and impertinent-literally as well as figura-
 tively off-limits.

 As Michel Foucault has so ably demonstrated in The Order of Things and The
 Archaeology of Knowledge, the very notion of discursive limits has abetted the
 proliferation of knowledge into ever more discrete areas of inquiry-canonical
 disciplines and units of specialization inhabited by a "priestly" caste who command
 and control them.50 The usual view of such specialization is that it occurs in
 response to some "objective" problem inadequately addressed by the disciplines
 already in place. From its beginnings until the present, Foucault argues, all knowl-
 edge has been intrinsically conservative in character. In consistently appealing for
 its authority to a transcendent "will to truth," it has only sought to conceal its
 self-regulating, self-perpetuating nature. Subjected to intense "archaeological" scru-
 tiny, the history of knowledge-which for Foucault is always the history of some-
 one ss knowledge-reveals itself not as a disinterested pursuit of absolute truth but
 as a series of ideological ruptures and displacements: an ongoing succession of
 "discursive formations" and "enunciatory modes," each asserting its own claim to
 objective truth as well as its own rules of exclusion for certifying such truth. Like
 Nietzsche before him, Foucault impugns the arbitrariness of every discursive rule or
 norm-not least the "self-evident" limits placed upon language by the coercive
 power of historical paradigms. That such limits are not at all self-evident but are
 the enabling fictions of a given age or culture is an index of the near invincible
 authority invested in social institutions like the university, the hospital, the prison,
 even the psychoanalyst's office. Implicitly at least, Foucault's is also an indictment
 of the tentacular power of reason itself-otherwise described by Derrida as the
 "logocentric" order: "The unsurpassable, unique, and imperial grandeur of the
 order of reason, that which makes it not just another actual order or structure (a
 determined historical structure, one structure among other possible ones) is that
 one cannot speak out against it except by being for it, that one can protest it only
 from within it."5'

 50/ Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York, 1970), and
 The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheridan (New York, 1972). Hayden White usefully
 employs the metahistorical features of Foucault's thinking in his introduction to his Metahistory: The
 Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore, 1973), pp. 1-42. See also White's
 illuminating discussion "Michel Foucault," in Structuralism and Since: From Levi-Strauss to Derrida,
 ed. John Sturrock (New York, 1979), pp. 81-115.

 51 /Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference, trans. Allan Bass (Chicago, 1978), p. 36.
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 Like Nietzsche, too, however, Foucault delights in the anarchic power of art to
 disrupt the discursive limits imposed by any semiotic structure. It is just here, I
 think, that Lawrence's penchant for mutinous narration-replete with polarized
 perspectives, alternating points of view, contradictory interpretations, and baffling
 disclaimers-achieves its full and proper preeminence in the history of modern
 literature. Foucault himself prized the mutinous power of much modern writing,
 discerning in its playfulness "a form of thought in which the interrogation of the
 limit replaces the search for totality and the act of transgression replaces the
 movement of contradictions."52 In his homage to George Bataille, later entitled "A
 Preface to Transgression," he elaborated this "form of thought" in language that
 Lawrence would have immediately understood (since he used it himself in The
 Rainbow):53

 Transgression, then, is not related to the limit as black to white, the prohibited to the
 lawful, the outside to the inside, or as the open area of a building to its enclosed spaces.
 Rather, their relationship takes the form of a spiral which no simple infraction can exhaust.
 Perhaps it is like a flash of lightning in the night which, from the beginning of time, gives a
 dense and black intensity to the night which it denies, which lights up the night from the
 inside, from top to bottom, and yet owes to the dark the stark clarity of its manifestation, its
 harrowing and poised singularity: the flash loses itself in this space it marks with its sovereignty
 and becomes silent now that it has given a name to obscurity.54

 The passage is striking not only for its concentrated force and beauty but for
 its bearing on Lawrence's entire enterprise as a novelist. Because, as Foucault
 insists, "transgression does not seek to oppose one thing to another," his use of the

 term here serves to distinguish the discursive limits found in Lawrence's novels from

 those associated with an earlier fiction. Thus, the relation of limit to transgression

 in the quoted passage is said to resemble a spiral-rather than a contradiction or a
 contrary-in that it is a dynamic and mutually defining one, as a flash of lightning
 both defines and is defined by the night sky, or as a constellation of stars consists

 not only of celestial bodies but of the dark spaces between them. The distinction is
 between the authoritative, grounded, normative limit set by the imperial or abstrac-

 tive imagination, and that kind of limit which Foucault calls a "zone": "an invisible
 and uncrossable line" which "leads into a glittering expanse" of perceptual differ-

 ence.55 The first kind of limit constructs an absolute division between things-for
 example, a discursive limit between what can and what cannot be said of a certain
 character in a work of fiction. The second kind of limit presupposes the first and yet

 deconstructs it by disclosing its figural and perceptual nature its origin as a fact of
 consciousness and language rather than one inhering in the natural order of things.

 The importance of Foucault's argument here consists in his clear-sighted perception
 of the constructive, fictive, falsifying aspects of discursive limits and of their

 52/Michel Foucault, "A Preface to Transgression," in his Language, Counter-Memory, Practice: Selected
 Essays and Interviews, trans. Donald F. Bouchard and Sherry Simon (Ithaca, N.Y., 1977), p. 50.

 53/I refer to the famous passage in the novel's penultimate chapter in which Ursula, striving to clarify her
 own position in life, imagines herself as situated beside a "blinding light" while the "outer darkness"
 revolves around her (The Rainbow, pp. 437-38).

 54/ Foucault, "A Preface to Transgression," p. 35.
 55/Ibid.
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 inevitable dependence on transgressive acts-moments of narrative mutiny and
 difference-which threaten to undo and overwhelm them.

 The relevance of Foucault's insights to an understanding of Lawrence's fic-
 tional procedure becomes especially evident when one considers the nonnormative
 nature of his representations. In "The Prussian Officer," as we observed, readerly
 delineation of the central characters depends upon allegorical limits, dualistic dif-
 ferences between the characters which presumably define their fundamental natures.
 The narrative boundary separating the two antagonists is roughly that of an
 either/or configuration. On the one side there is the officer, all premeditation and
 willpower, drawn on by the force of his authoritarian purpose. On the other side
 there is the orderly, all spontaneity and warmth, driven and directed by the flow of
 instinct. At the same time, however, Lawrence's elaboration of these differences
 leads to their gradual displacement and collapse until, all differences dispersed, they
 survive at the end only as the trace of a once incontestable limit. One result of this
 spiraling transgression is to overturn any normative view of human nature pro-
 jected by the reader. But another, equally important result is to remind us of the
 necessary arbitrariness of any represented norm or limit. If the story withholds any
 conclusive truth about human nature, it also offers us a liberating sense of perspec-
 tivity toward whatever truth or truths there may be about human nature.

 Such perspectivism, once again, is an essential element of Lawrence's major
 fiction. In his immensely suggestive essay on modern painting, he speaks of Cezanne's
 extraordinary attempt to portray the actual existence of an apple "in its own
 separate entity, without transfusing it with personal emotion." "Cezanne's great
 effort," he suggests, "was to shove the apple away from him, and let it live of
 itself."56 How Cezanne was able to detach himself from the apple is a matter of
 some significance, since it relates to Lawrence's own procedure and sensibility as a
 novelist. Later on in the essay he attributes the painter's uneven success in capturing
 the "mysterious shiftiness" of the real to his endless battle with visual "cliches."57
 "In other pictures," Lawrence contends, "Cezanne seems to be saying: Landscape is
 not like this and not like this and not like this and not. . . etc.-and every not is a
 little blank space in the canvas, defined by the remains of an assertion. Sometimes
 Cezanne builds up a landscape essentially out of omissions. He puts fringes on the
 complicated vacuum of the cliche, so to speak, and offers us that. It is interesting in
 a repudiative fashion, but it is not the new thing" ("ITP," p. 581).

 I contend that by "cliche" here Lawrence does not simply mean the outworn
 conventions of pictorial tradition. He means as well the very act of representation
 itself. Insofar as any vision or impression is superimposed on the "mysterious
 shiftiness" of the real, it constitutes only another interpretation of the truth, one
 more perspective on reality. In response to this, Lawrence's Cezanne can only
 impatiently demur: But reality is really "not like this and not like this and not like
 this," ad infinitum. To the artist's assertion of imperial authority corresponds the
 critic's gesture of mutinous defiance. In this endless cycle of transgression, of claim

 56/ D. H. Lawrence, "Introduction to These Paintings" (hereafter "ITP"), in Phoenix (n. 42 above), p. 567.
 57/As Maria DiBattista notes, Lawrence's analysis of Cezanne's struggle with "the corrupted legacy of

 pictorial tradition" corresponds to his own "transvaluing critique of novelistic conventions" (" Women in
 Love: D. H. Lawrence's Judgment Book," in Balbert and Marcus, eds. [n. 9 above], p. 90).
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 and counterclaim leading to different truths and newer lies, Lawrence himself was a
 full if reluctant participant. The next paragraph of his essay makes this self-
 identification complete and for that reason deserves to be quoted in its entirety:

 And Cezanne was bitter. He had never, as far as his life went, broken through the
 horrible glass screen of the mental concepts, to the actual touch of life. In his art he had
 touched the apple, and that was a great deal. He had intuitively known the apple and
 intuitively brought it forth in the tree of his life, in paint. But when it came to anything
 beyond the apple, to landscape, to people, and above all to nude woman, the cliche had
 triumphed over him. The cliche had triumphed over him, and he was bitter, misanthropic.
 How not to be misanthropic when men and women are just cliches to you, and you hate the
 cliche? Most people, of course, love the cliche-because most people are the cliche. Still, for
 all that, there is perhaps more appleyness in man, and even in nude woman, than Cezanne was
 able to get at. The cliche obtruded, so he just abstracted away from it. Those last water-colour
 landscapes are just abstractions from the cliche. They are blanks, with a few pearly-coloured
 sort of edges. The blank is vacuum, which was Cezanne's last word against the cliche. It is a
 vacuum, and the edges are there to assert the vacuity. ["ITP," p. 581]

 Hungering for reality and for a new way of breaking "through the horrible
 glass screen of... mental concepts," Lawrence, too, often felt himself to be ex-
 cluded from "the actual touch of life," languishing amid the broken "remains of an
 assertion," the numerous "omissions" and narrative gaps left by his own repeated
 efforts to pierce through the "cliche" of represented life. For this very reason,
 however, he can justly be regarded as a legitimate legatee of the modern revolt in
 literature against both outworn convention and the idea of fixed truth-and of
 that perennial postmodernism which Jean-Francois Lyotard has identified as the
 "nascent state" of all modernisms: "The postmodern would be that which, in the

 modern, puts forward the unpresentable in presentation itself; that which denies
 itself the solace of good forms, the consensus of a taste which would make it
 possible to share collectively the nostalgia for the unattainable; that which searches
 for new presentations, not in order to enjoy them but in order to impart a stronger
 sense of the unpresentable."58 One might wish to quarrel with Lyotard's overly
 synchronic and cyclical view of the postmodern condition, or his too casual confla-
 tion of modern and postmodern sensibilities;59 but as an indication of the authorial
 impasse reached by a writer like Lawrence, the terms of his description seem to me
 remarkably apt and suggestive. Certainly in his own fiction Lawrence often denies
 himself, and us, the "solace of good forms," just as he often imparts an acute sense
 of the unpresentable, the inexpressible. If a deep nostalgia for the unattainable-for
 the lost unity and presence of things remains an animating force throughout his
 career, then it is no less true that his prophetic authority for presenting this ideal in
 his fiction is frequently challenged and contested, transgressed by a clamor of
 conflicting voices and competing points of view.

 University of Evansville

 58/Jean Francois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff Bennington
 and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, 1984), p. 81.

 59/In his foreward to Lyotard's The Postmodern Condition, Fredric Jameson complains that "although he
 has polemically endorsed the slogan of a 'postmodernism' and has been involved in the defense of some
 of its more controversial productions, Lyotard is in reality quite unwilling to posit a postmodernist stage
 radically different from the period of high modernism and involving a fundamental historical and cultural
 break with this last" (p. xvi).
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